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Top 3 Market Indicators for Fix and Flip Investors
When a fix and flip investor comes across a financial crisis, they can easily acquire a
private loan to purchase, renovate and resell a property for profit.
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Home flipping has made an impressive comeback in the real estate market since the
housing crisis of 2008. Recent statistics suggest that home flipping in the country rose
to an 11-year high last year.
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Meanwhile, data released by ATTOM Data Solutions shows that a total of 48,457
condos and single family homes were flipped in the first quarter of this year. During the
same time period, the properties were sold at an average gross profit of $69,500 –
which represented an increase from the average gross profit of $68,250 in the previous
quarter. In the first quarter of 2018, the home flipping rate in the country matched a sixyear high.
There’s no question that property flipping is a smart way to earn lucrative returns, if
done property. Whether you’re a new or an experienced flip and flip investor, you
cannot make it big in market unless you play smart.
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Coupled with choosing the right property in the right neighborhood and researching all financing and refurbishment costs
involved in the project, it’s imperative to consider some crucial economic factors that may affect your flip and fix project returns.
Here’s a quick look at these market indicators and their significance:

The Economy
Needless to say, the economy is one of the most significant drivers of the real estate market. To put it simply, when the
economy is performing well, there is greater chance that there will be more buyers for your fix and flip project.
If you’re contemplating whether to invest in a fix and flip project or not, research the domestic economic conditions. A slow
economy usually implies that most people do not have money to purchase properties.
Demographics
It’s equally important to understand the demographics – statistical data pertaining to a population, including age, gender,
income, population growth and more.
Often overlooked by fix and flip investors, but the demographics in your target area can help you find the right buyer for your
renovated property and determine its resale price.
Population growth, in particular, is a key factor that can help you comprehend the number of individuals entering or exiting your
target area and if it even makes sense to sell your renovated property there.
If you’re interested in studying the population trends in the US, refer to the US Census Bureau’s estimates.
Construction Trends
Last but not least, analyze the construction trends in the country. Keeping an eye on new construction projects and spending will
give you a clear-cut idea about the type of homes people want and if they would be interested in your renovated project.
While home flipping offers great return opportunities to investors, it takes a combination of finance, skill and commitment to
make it all work. This is especially true for cash-strapped investors. Fortunately, with fix and flip financing, these investors can
obtain funds and then purchase, repair and sell a property.
If you’re in need of cash for home flipping, your best bet is to approach a reputable private lender, such as Harper Financial.
With several years of experience in private money lending, Harper Financial’s expert team provides hassle-free fix and flip
funding at competitive rates to investors across the country.
From funding to choosing and closing a fix and flip property, they can help you manage all aspects of the flipping process.
Check out the fix and flip guidelines established by Harper Financial here.

Regulations Consume >30% of a Multifamily Development’s Costs
The NAHB reports that industry experts have become concerned about the affordability of rental housing in America, and how
difficult it has become to address the problem through new construction. To that end, the National Association of Home
Builders (NAHB) and the National Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC) conducted joint research to find out how much
government regulation (red tape) adds to the cost of building new multifamily housing. The results show that over 90% of
multifamily developers typically incur hard costs of paying fees to local jurisdictions – such as applying for zoning approval and
when local governments authorize construction.
For more on this visit us at: https://realestateinvestingtoday.com/regulations-consume-30-of-a-multifamily-developments-costs/
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